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Abstract. It has been difficult to understand who interacts with alternative media, because researchers rarely have insight into the demographic characteristics of users who interact with content on large social media platforms. To address this gap, we combine insights from an anonymized estimated demographic dataset of Facebook data and a deeply researched dataset of user interactions from Twitter. We use as a case study the well-characterized influence operation revolving around the Syria Civil Defence, also known as the White Helmets, to understand how different audiences in the United States interact with “ecosystems” of mainstream and alternative web domains according to age, gender, and Facebook’s political affinity score. We find that while alternative media audiences in the aggregate lean older, more male, and more right-wing, they lean uncharacteristically more left-wing when discussing the Syrian War. We also reaffirm prior findings that older users (classified as age 55+) in general share a disproportionate number of URLs for their URL viewing rates. We reflect on this left-leaning tilt in our dataset in light of historical public deception in United States military interventions. We also discuss the ethical considerations of using an anonymized demographic dataset provided by a private company.

1 Introduction

Contemporary scholarship on influence operations in the United States (US) has mainly focused on the country’s right-wing movements (Informed Public et al. 2021; Benkler, Faris, and Roberts 2018). They typically describe an alternative right-wing media ecosystem that is either susceptible to foreign manipulation (typically by Russian state actors [Hjorth and Adler-Nissen 2019]) or domestic manipulation (typically by Republican party operatives [Benkler et al. 2020]) in the realms of elections (Kennedy et al. 2022), COVID-19 misinformation (Gallagher et al. 2021), and conspiracy theory groups such as QAnon (Marwick and Partin 2022). Historically, however, alternative media has not been confined to the US right, but has also been represented in vibrant left-wing media ecosystems (Downing 2001), which like their right counterparts have sometimes been susceptible to foreign influence operations (Wilson and Starbird...
Scholars have referred to the broader collection of right and left alternative media as the alternative media ecosystem (Starbird 2017), or rather the network of media sources that contest narratives advanced by mainstream media sources (Holt, Ustad Figenschou, and Frischlich 2019). Particularly fundamental to research on the alternative media ecosystem has been the case study of Russian-backed influence operations related to the Syrian Civil War, where state actors in knowing or unknowing collaboration with left-leaning journalists and social media users advance counter-mainstream and often misleading narratives friendly to Russian and Syrian government interests (Starbird, Arif, and Wilson 2019).

Influence operations such as the one described above have been called active measures, borrowing a term originating in Russian intelligence services, but ironically they are quite difficult to measure (Rid 2020). For example, do influence operations in the alternative media ecosystem actually reach the political groups they purport to target, or are they simply constructed to give that impression? It is perfectly feasible that the apparent targets of influence operations are rarely reached in practice. Rather, their mere presence may make US audiences perceive they are effective, and thus create the illusion of dissent or foreign influence on issues that in reality have broad consensus. It has been difficult to address this ambiguity due to the principal difficulty, common to all media manipulation efforts from advertising to propaganda (Hwang 2020), of measuring who is reached by what information.

We attempt to answer the question of who such operations target by proposing a method to map a unique dataset of aggregated user demographic information from Facebook onto a disaggregated dataset of user URL interaction data from Twitter. We perform a case study on the well-characterized information operation surrounding the Syria Civil Defence, or White Helmets, which researchers have broadly characterized as being transmitted via a left-oriented alternative media ecosystem targeted at the US and Europe (Horawalavithana, Ng, and Iamnitchi 2020; Choudhury, Ng, and Iamnitchi 2020; Starbird et al. 2018). Specifically, we attempt to measure the estimated demographic characteristics of users who engage with external web domains that have previously been identified as part of an influence operation discrediting the White Helmets. These demographic characteristics include the estimated political lean of US audiences who engaged with these domains, from which we seek to understand: what types of users, across age, gender, and political alignment, are engaging with the alternative media ecosystem around the White Helmets?

Though our task is complicated by the addition of privacy-preserving dataset noise (Messing et al. 2021), we find evidence that URL sharing within an alternative media ecosystem whose audience normally leans rightward begins to lean left when discussing topics related to Syria, and limited evidence of the same in the context of the White Helmets. In general, we find that URL engagement in the mainstream ecosystem leans younger, more female, and more left than the alternative ecosystem across all subject areas, and that these political divisions deepen when moving from URL views to shares to use of the charged “anger” emoji. We reaffirm previous findings that older users are responsible for a disproportionate amount of URL sharing on Facebook across all URLs, and show evidence that while users with no classifiable left-right political alignment are responsible for most of the URL viewing and clicking on Facebook, they use platform affordances like shares, comments, and emoji reactions far less. In addition to our empirical findings, we show that insights gleaned from one platform (Twitter) can be mapped productively onto another platform (Facebook) with different data affordances, and that single event-based studies can be productively researched even when data is obscured via differential privacy practices.

In our discussion, we reflect on the meaning of this leftward tilt in the historical context
of propaganda aimed towards the US left. As researchers have previously discussed (Rid 2020), US audiences are vulnerable to false conspiracies implicating the US government because, indeed, the US government actually does deploy intentionally covert and deceptive practices in the realm of international warfare. This continued distrust sheds light on the apparent success of left-targeted influence operations that support the Russian invasion of Ukraine (Ross and Dobson 2022), or mask the ongoing Uyghur genocide in China (Gilbert 2022). We also discuss how the dataset we analyze here is also provisioned under unique circumstances, namely with the collaboration of a private industry group that has been a favored vector for foreign disinformation campaigns in the US (Cadwalladr and Graham-Harrison 2018) and has proven reluctant to share internal findings relevant to their perpetuation of online harms (Silverman, Mac, and Dixit 2020; Timberg 2021b). This paper accordingly concludes with an extended ethical considerations section about using such data in the future, even in the context of academic research.

2 Background

2.1 Influence Operations, Disinformation, and Online Activism

Manipulation of online audiences has become a popular topic in journalism, research, and industry in recent years—as society begins to attend to the inherent vulnerabilities of ubiquitous connection. Advertising firms have long attempted to manipulate online media, even as recent industry critiques have underscored the difficulty of effectively targeting or even conceptualizing online audiences (Hwang 2020; Neumann, Tucker, and Whitfield 2019). In non-industrial contexts, researchers have examined how political entities employ automated accounts or “bots” and inauthentic, human-controlled accounts or “trolls” to shape discourses (e.g., Arif, Stewart, and Starbird 2018; Lukito 2020; Ong and Cabanes 2018; Nemer 2021)—often for political objectives. After the 2016 UK Brexit vote and US election, researchers investigated the activities of Russia’s Internet Research Agency that executed a coordinated campaign to manipulate sentiment in both democratic elections (Arif, Stewart, and Starbird 2018; Lukito 2020).

Researchers are still working to converge on the optimal vocabulary for describing the different strategies, tactics, and manifestations of manipulation (e.g., Jack 2017; Wanless and Berk 2019; Wanless and Pamment 2019; Wardle and Derakhshan 2017). We employ two terms here—*influence operations* and *disinformation*—that are useful for understanding the specific case of the White Helmets.

In 2017, Facebook researchers began to use the term “information operations” to describe coordinated efforts to manipulate discourse on their platform for geopolitical aims (Weedon, Nuland, and Stamos 2017). Information operations, initially a military term, seemed to locate the problem on the content rather than the behavior or the strategic outcomes (Wanless and Pamment 2019). Addressing those shortcomings, more recently, some—including Facebook researchers—have shifted to the term *influence operations*, which they define as “coordinated efforts to manipulate or corrupt public debate for a strategic goal” (Weedon, Nuland, and Stamos 2017). The term is useful here because it can be applied, to some extent, to look at “both sides” of the White Helmet discourse, both the efforts by the group and its supporters to publicize their work and garner solidarity for their cause, as well as the efforts to counter that messaging.

In this paper, we also use the term disinformation—which has been employed by both
researchers and journalists to the case of the White Helmets, in particular to the efforts to denigrate and discredit them. Disinformation can be defined as false or misleading information that is intentionally seeded or spread for political, financial, or reputational gain (Starbird, Arif, and Wilson 2019). Disinformation functions intentionally to deceive, often blending fact and fiction to distort perceptions toward a preferred reality (Bittman 1985). It is often productive to view disinformation not as a single piece of content but as a campaign (Starbird, Arif, and Wilson 2019). Disinformation campaigns often work not by convincing someone of something, but by sowing doubt and undermining trust (Pomerantsev and Weiss 2014), and incorporate the help of “unwitting agents” who may be “sincere believers” of the content they spread and do not fully understand their role (Bittman 1985).

Disinformation is one tactic within a larger toolbox of “active measures”—a term coined within Soviet intelligence to describe how agents could shape political outcomes by actively manipulating information spaces, rather than just passively surveilling them (Bittman 1985; Rid 2020). In his book on the subject, Rid describes how activism and active measures can become entangled—with the work of activist groups being secretly shaped by manipulators (Rid 2020). Social computing researchers have noted this phenomenon in the online world—and in the case of the White Helmets specifically—as online political activists are unwittingly drawn into disinformation campaigns (Starbird, Arif, and Wilson 2019). However, there is very little research about the people who are drawn into these campaigns, a gap that this research seeks to address.

2.2 Influence Operations and the Syrian Civil War: The Case of the White Helmets

The Syrian Civil War is a multilateral conflict that emerged from “Arab Spring” protests in 2012 and has continued for over a decade. The conflict features (1) the current Syrian government, led by Bashar al-Assad, and supported by allies including Russian and Iran; (2) opposition groups, including some supported by Western governments, including the US and UK; and (3) forces representing the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS). It has led to, conservatively, 350,000 deaths (“Syria: 10 years of war has left at least 350,000 dead” 2021) and the displacement of more than six million civilians (“Syria emergency” 2021). Within that context, this research looks specifically at the online discourse around the “White Helmets” (more formally known as the Syria Civil Defence), a humanitarian response organization that works in opposition-controlled areas of Syria.

The White Helmets emerged as a volunteer humanitarian response group in 2012, working to provide emergency medical care, search and rescue, evacuation, and recovery (of remains) for civilians in opposition-held areas who were affected by the violence—including airstrikes by the Syrian government and their Russian allies (Chulov 2020). As the conflict progressed, the White Helmets received training and financial support from nonprofit organizations (including the Mayday Rescue Foundation) and governments in Western Europe, the US and Japan (Chulov 2020). The White Helmets got their name from their distinctive helmets, upon which they attached cameras to document their work. With help from supporting nonprofits, they also began to publicize their work and their cause, through social media and other channels. In 2016, the White Helmets were the subject of an award-winning documentary that functioned both to garner solidarity from global audiences and to attract the attention of political adversaries who sought to undermine that support and justify violence against the group (Lewis 2017).

By 2017, a collaborative network of activists, conspiracy websites, and state-sponsored
propaganda outlets (from Syria, Russia, and Iran) had activated to counter pro-White Helmets messaging in the “mainstream” media (Starbird et al. 2018). This influence operation—characterized by several journalists (Ellis 2017; Giovanni 2018; Solon 2017), academic researchers (Choudhury, Ng, and Iamnitchi 2020; Horawalavithana, Ng, and Iamnitchi 2020), think tanks (Lamensch 2022; #SyriaHoax, Part Two: Kremlin Targets White Helmets 2018), and advocacy groups (Deadly Disinformation 2022) as a “disinformation campaign”—functioned to denigrate the White Helmets, claiming, among other things, that they are “crisis actors,” enemy combatants, a propaganda tool of Western imperialism, and human organ-traffickers, and that they staged chemical weapons attacks (Wilson and Starbird 2021).

This case has been the subject of considerable research (e.g., Choudhury, Ng, and Iamnitchi 2020; Horawalavithana, Ng, and Iamnitchi 2020; Pacheco, Flammini, and Menczer 2020; Starbird, Arif, and Wilson 2019; Wilson and Starbird 2020, 2021; Wilson, Zhou, and Starbird 2018), resulting in a number of significant empirical and conceptual findings about the specific case of the White Helmets and information operations more generally. One salient finding is the integration of state-controlled media—such as RT (formerly Russia Today) and Sputnik—into the “alternative media ecosystem” (Starbird et al. 2018) that pushed narratives that functioned to criticize and delegitimize the White Helmets. A second insight is that, contrary to some depictions of disinformation campaigns as tightly coordinated, top-down efforts, the efforts to delegitimize the White Helmets took shape as a loose collaboration between activists, bloggers and journalists, political operatives, and state-controlled media outlets (Starbird, Arif, and Wilson 2019; Wilson 2021). This dynamic looks a lot more like the “participatory disinformation” of the US 2020 election (Informed Public et al. 2021) than the coordinated campaigns of 2016 (e.g., Arif, Stewart, and Starbird 2018; Lukito 2020; Freelon et al. 2020), and may better reflect what the future of online disinformation looks like. Additionally, this participatory disinformation campaign was intensely cross-platform, with participants using diverse platforms—including both “big” and “alt” tech—in complementary ways to produce and spread strategic narratives and to make their efforts resilient to platform moderation (Wilson and Starbird 2021, 2020).

Though the phenomenon is clearly cross-platform, most research on the White Helmets has focused on Twitter. Even cross-platform research has often used Twitter data as its starting point (e.g., Horawalavithana, Ng, and Iamnitchi 2020; Wilson and Starbird 2020, 2021). Facebook has been understudied in this context, likely due to the difficulty in accessing that data (in part due to privacy protections). Is the conversation about the White Helmets on Facebook similar to that on Twitter? Or are there meaningful differences? And could analyses on Twitter be usefully mapped onto Facebook despite these differences? Additionally, we do not know much about the people participating in these online efforts—beyond the most visible “influencers.” This research addresses these gaps by investigating the discourse around the White Helmets from a Facebook-centric perspective, identifying the most-cited domains in that discourse and analyzing the demographics of users who engaged with those domains.

2.3 The Facebook URLs Dataset, Differential Privacy, and “Medium Data”

The Facebook URLs dataset is a historically large social dataset of interaction tallies for over 57M URLs shared publicly on Facebook at least 100 times (Messing et al. 2021). Interaction tallies are provided for Facebook’s estimates of users’ gender, age bracket, political affinity, home country, and month of sharing, resulting in more than 40T individual tallies across the full dataset. Each URL also included a tally for how many times it was reported by users as spam, misinformation, or hate speech, and whether it was flagged as misinformation by Facebook. As described in this paper’s methods
section, noise is applied to each of these tallies via a process called differential privacy, which if implemented properly guarantees the privacy of individual users contained within these tallies (Dwork 2006). Access to this dataset is given to researchers selected by the Social Science One project, which aims to fund social science research derived from these URL tallies.

The addition of noise to demographic tallies can make it difficult to draw conclusions, and can create unexpected biases in seemingly simple measurements (Evans and King 2021). Researchers have previously overcome this problem by using large datasets whose size minimizes the impact of the added noise and their resulting biases. These include two separate analyses of 9M and 1M US-facing URLs respectively, which found that right-leaning users are more likely to view and share but not click on URLs marked as misinformation, and older users are more likely to click and share but not view misinformation (Bailey, Gregersen, and Roesner 2021; Guess et al. 2021). Another analysis uses this dataset’s URL-level political page score to estimate the political leaning of the top 1% most-shared web domains on Facebook during the time period of this dataset (Buntain et al. 2021). All of these analyses were done before Facebook revealed that they had accidentally left out nearly half of the total interaction tallies associated with users with no political page score, and so their findings may change (Timberg 2021a).

The analysis conducted in this paper uses a far smaller dataset relating to a single disinformation narrative, which in certain parts of the analysis reduces to fewer than 100 URLs. The relatively small size of this data implies that the noise added by differential privacy may make certain analyses impossible, which we verify in practice. Previous research on this dataset has also noted that its restriction to URLs shared only 100 times or more can significantly alter dataset metrics—a problem that is no doubt exacerbated in small, relatively low-volume URL samples (Allen et al. 2021). Thus, our analysis here today is novel in that it is an attempt to use a social media dataset obscured by differential privacy to analyze behavior around a single narrative, rather than behavior in general.

3 Methods

This work has three practical objectives: (1) identify domains that were cited in the White Helmets (WH) discourse on Facebook; (2) compare the frequency of Facebook sharing of these domains to that within the WH discourse on Twitter, which is better understood; and (3) explore the demographics of engagement with those domains across all topics, across URLs related to Syria, and then across URLs related to the White Helmets specifically.

3.1 White Helmets Twitter Dataset

We begin with a dataset of 1,023,547 English-language tweets related to the White Helmets. This dataset was collected using the Twitter Streaming API, tracking on the terms “white helmets” and “whitehelmet” from May 2017 to June 2018. We term this our Twitter White Helmets dataset. Previous research on this dataset reveals that the conversation is highly polarized into two network clusters, a cluster that was primarily supportive of the White Helmets and a cluster that was primarily critical of the group—and that each “side” of that conversation seems to primarily cite its own set of domains (Wilson 2021).

We begin with a dataset of 1,023,547 English-language tweets related to the White
Helmets. This dataset was collected using the Twitter Streaming API, tracking the terms “white helmets” and “whitehelmets” from May 2017 to June 2018. We term this our Twitter White Helmets dataset. Previous research on this dataset reveals that the conversation is highly polarized into two network clusters, a cluster that was primarily supportive of the White Helmets and a cluster that was primarily critical of the group—and that each “side” of that conversation seems to primarily cite its own set of domains (Wilson 2021).

Previous work has described these two sides as corresponding to a mainstream media ecosystem and an alternative media ecosystem. The mainstream ecosystem broadly consists of websites linking to and from a core of long-standing journalism websites associated with consistent (if not perfect) fact-based reporting, such as the New York Times, the Washington Post, the Guardian, and the Wall Street Journal. Relatively newer journalism websites, such as BuzzFeed News or the Huffington Post, may be considered part of the mainstream media ecosystem if they regularly cite or are cited by such core news sites. The concept of alternative media has alternately been defined as media whose form is broadly opposed to the mainstream capitalist mode of media production (Sandoval and Fuchs 2010), and media of any form whose aims and content are meant to be “correctives” to mainstream narratives (Holt, Ustad Figenschou, and Frischlich 2019). Using the latter definition, we define the alternative media ecosystem as those media websites that self-consciously provide an alternative narrative to those provided in the mainstream ecosystem. The alternative media ecosystem here can include the much-studied US right-wing media ecosystem, which includes websites such as Breitbart and The Gateway Pundit (Benkler, Faris, and Roberts 2018). However, it also includes far-left sites in the US and elsewhere, such as MintPress News, that produce alternative narratives from a mainstream media they find too biased toward right-wing and pro-US views. While what is considered “mainstream” and “alternative” is culturally relevant and continuously contested, we believe our labelling choices here are relatively uncontroversial in the present moment.

To visualize the presence of the mainstream and alternative ecosystems in this Twitter data, we identify tweets that contain links to external web domains and generate a network of domains shared by similar groups of users (see Figure 2). We define a network where each node is a web domain linked in a post, and each edge represents at least ten users posting at least one unique tweet linking to each of the two domains. Edges are linearly weighted by how many users tweet both domains, such that domains with large shared posting audiences of users are weighted more strongly. We exclude domains associated with large social platforms (Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, and YouTube) from the clustering process due to their tendency to host content from radically different perspectives, although we note that YouTube was mostly used to host anti-WH content (Wilson 2021). We are also missing domains that were routed through some less common link shorteners that we were unable to unwind, including trib.al and ya.disk, and these link shorteners are removed from this dataset. We determine the mainstream and alternative clusters by running the Louvain clustering algorithm as implemented in the network analysis software Gephi, due to its ability to process weighted undirected graphs and its reproducibility across several software packages and languages (Bastian, Heymann, and Jacomy 2009).

Clustering algorithms can struggle to assign consistent classifications to nodes that are on the boundaries of two communities or have small sharing samples in this dataset. For example, some borderline web domains appear in the alternative media ecosystem in the Twitter White Helmets dataset because of the way they were framed by users, rather than by the intended meaning of their content. These web domains could be shared critically, for example, with users disavowing their content and stance, or
they could be willfully misinterpreted. To naively apply these cluster classifications to comparison datasets on topics outside of the White Helmets could generate misleading findings, as domains that correspond to websites widely agreed to represent the mainstream would here be considered part of the alternative. To account for this, we manually review domains that overlap between Twitter and subsequent White Helmets Facebook datasets, and change some classifications from alternative to unclassified. These include web domains associated with the British Broadcasting Center (BBC), the *Washington Post*, the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation (CBC), and websites for the US State Department and the UK Parliament. These removals are informed by prior qualitative research into the content and framing of these domains with respect to the White Helmets on Twitter (Wilson 2021). We did not observe the same criticizing and framing behavior in the opposite direction, i.e., articles classified as mainstream that were in most other contexts alternative.

### 3.2 White Helmets Facebook Dataset

We then compile a comparison dataset of White Helmets URLs shared on Facebook, using the Facebook URLs dataset. At its core, the Facebook URL Shares dataset consists of hyperlinks shared by users to either their Facebook friends or the broader public. For this research, we generate a subset of URLs shared on Facebook related to the White Helmets—similar to our Twitter White Helmets dataset above. This dataset, which we refer to as the *FB White Helmets* dataset, consists of URLs containing the phrase “white helmet” in their URLs, their website titles as portrayed on Facebook, or their short website descriptions as displayed on Facebook. We only consider URLs first posted and shared in the time period of the Twitter dataset, May 2017 to June 2018, resulting in 305 URLs.

Every URL we collect contains information about how many users viewed that URL, and how many users engaged with that URL via a Facebook post. Engagements can include clicking, sharing, liking, leaving a graphic emoji reaction, or leaving a comment. These view and engagement tallies are broken down by users’ inferred demographic information including gender, age range, user country, and political page score (Messing et al. 2021). Political page scores are evaluated by the amount of right-leaning or left-leaning pages each user likes, and are given as a null value for users who liked none of the pages used to make these estimations. These are Facebook pages for US politicians and media, and page scores are not given for users outside of the US. We only consider tallies for users with the country bracket “United States” for all URLs.

### 3.3 Comparison Facebook Datasets

To contextualize our findings from the *FB White Helmets* dataset, we generate four comparison datasets from the same time period (Figure 1), described as follows:

- The first is a sample of 11,662,920 links that were shared and published from May 2017 to June 2018. We title this the *FB Random* dataset, and it is meant to simply compare our findings to ordinary US-based user behavior in this time period.

- The second is a sample of 250,596 links that were published and shared within the given time period and were associated with web domains classified as “mainstream” in our earlier Twitter web domain cluster analysis. We title this *FB Mainstream*, and use it to set a baseline for mainstream domains.

- The third is a sample of 107,997 links that were published and shared within the given time period and were associated with web domains classified as
“alternative” in our earlier Twitter web domain cluster analysis. We title this sample **FB Alternative**, and use it to set a baseline of alternative domains.

- The fourth is a sample of 36,287 links mentioning the terms “syria,” “bashar,” “assad,” “aleppo,” “douma,” or “white helmet” and published and shared within the given time period. We title this **FB Syria**, and is meant to compare our findings toward viewers of Syrian War-related content in the US broadly.

In the Findings section, we also analyze intersections of the **FB Mainstream** and **FB Alternative** datasets with the **FB Syria** and **FB White Helmets** datasets.

---

### Figure 1: A description of Twitter and Facebook URL datasets used in this collection.

For Twitter data, search terms are retrieved via the Streaming API, and for Facebook data, they are retrieved via the Facebook URLs dataset. Mainstream and alternative media ecosystem domains are described more thoroughly in the Methods and Findings sections.

---

### 3.4 Differential Privacy Calculations

We briefly summarize the noise added to the Facebook URLs dataset, which is fully described in Messing et al. 2021. Each count demographic subset of an engagement with a given URL has noise from a Gaussian distribution with mean zero applied. The variances of these distributions vary between engagements, with higher volume engagements such as views having higher variances, and lower volume engagements such as comments having lower variances. In our dataset, each demographic subset is categorized by age bracket (7 categories), gender (3 categories), political page score (6 categories), and months in which that URL was shared, which in our dataset ranges between 2 and 15 months. This means that any given URL can be composed of 252 to 1,890 rows, and because noise is applied at the row level, this means that different URLs will have different levels of noise added. We also note that because the noise is centered at zero, count values in this data can appear negative.

We compute 95% confidence intervals for our findings according to the systematic noise added in the differential privacy process. We use bootstrapping with 10,000 iterations to retrieve 95% confidence intervals for demographic percentages, and coerce negative values to zero. While this latter heuristic adds some bias to the percentage statistics, it is usually small relative to the magnitude of the differences we describe.
3.5 Methods Limitations

Our original Twitter dataset is focused on English-language content, whereas the subsequent Facebook analysis is focused on content shared by users classified as being in the US. Accordingly, our definition of media ecosystems includes domains that may be less popular in the US than in, for example, the UK. This may be seen with the relative Twitter popularity of some media outlets based in the UK, such as the BBC. We note that the Facebook demographic counts shown here are only from users classified by Facebook as being in the US, hopefully minimizing this bias.

4 Findings

Our findings have three parts. We first characterize mainstream and alternative White Helmets media ecosystems as they have appeared on Twitter, where they are well understood by previous researchers. We find that our network of co-shared web domains replicates previous findings with respect to media ecosystems of the White Helmets. We second compare the most-shared WH links on Twitter to the most-shared WH links on Facebook, and establish that the WH media environment is similar between these two platforms. Third, having established this similarity, we carry over the mainstream and alternative domain clusters from our Twitter WH dataset to our Facebook WH dataset and derive demographic statistics for the users that engage with each cluster on Facebook. We use comparison datasets to aid this demographic analysis, and generate several findings that are applicable to the demographics of Facebook users as a whole.

4.1 Network Analysis of WH Twitter Data to Identify & Cluster Salient Domains

In the Twitter domain clustering analysis, we find two clusters of domains shared by similar users, which we term the mainstream media ecosystem and the alternative media ecosystem. We represent them in a network visualization in Figure 2. The mainstream media ecosystem, which emerged from tweeting in support of the White Helmets, contains popular news websites typically shared in English-speaking, Western countries, such as the Guardian, CBS, and Al Jazeera English. It also includes websites run by the White Helmets themselves, such as WhiteHelmets.org, sites related to humanitarian aid and fundraising, and the blogging website Medium. The alternative media ecosystem, which emerged from tweeting criticisms of the White Helmets, corresponds to pro-Russian news outlets such as RT.com and SputnikNews.com, conspiracy websites such as ZeroHedge and Clarity of Signal, the social media site Steemit, and a variety of personal blogs associated with right-wing and conspiracy commentators. These groups have been extensively described in previous research (e.g., Wilson 2021).

There are two salient structural differences between the alternative and mainstream media ecosystems as we have characterized in this co-sharing network. First, domains from the alternative media ecosystem were in aggregate shared more than three times as often as domains from the mainstream media ecosystem, aligning with previous findings that, between 2017 and 2018, efforts to undermine the White Helmets on Twitter are more active and prolific than similar efforts defending them (Wilson and Starbird 2020). Second, domains from the mainstream ecosystem, despite being shared less often than those from the alternative ecosystem, often have a relatively higher ratio of node degree to tweet count, signifying a wider audience of retweeting users. This can be observed visually in Figure 2, where many of the most popular
Figure 2: A network visualization of web domains frequently shared together on Twitter when publishing about the White Helmets. Each node is a domain, and a link between domains signifies at least 10 users retweeting both domains. Domains tweeted together by more users are more tightly linked, reflected by a stronger attractive force between those nodes. Domains are sized by how many times they are retweeted in this dataset, and colors represent node clusters, determined by the Louvain clustering algorithm. The top eight most-shared domains from each cluster are labeled. The blue cluster represents White Helmets-aligned domains, which consist of some mainstream news sources, the social media site Medium, and the White Helmets’ own website. The green cluster consists of White Helmets-opposed domains, which consist of conspiracy websites, Russia-aligned news sources, and the social media site Steemit.
mainstream domains are positioned at the boundary between the clusters because they are frequently co-shared with domains from the alternative ecosystem. In practical terms, readers of the alternative ecosystem will opportunistically cite links from the mainstream ecosystem, but less so vice versa.

4.2 Comparison Between Twitter and Facebook URLs

We next seek to characterize the level of similarity between our Twitter White Helmets dataset and our FB White Helmets dataset, and whether the hierarchy of White Helmets web domains is preserved across platforms. Analyzing the extent of overlap between these datasets, we find that 80/104 (77%) of domains in the Facebook dataset are also found in the Twitter dataset. This overlap intensifies for the most shared links, with 19/20 (95%) of the most shared domains on Facebook also found in the Twitter dataset. So, our research finds that the media ecosystem surrounding the White Helmets discourse is broadly similar across both Facebook and Twitter.

To contextualize this similarity, we compare the relative ranking of domains in the Twitter and Facebook datasets according to retweets and public shares respectively, and find some differences (see Table 1). For example, while the Russia state-sponsored news outlet RT was the most shared domain in FB White Helmets, it was only the fourth most retweeted in Twitter White Helmets, after video-sharing platform YouTube and conspiracy websites 21st Century Wire and Clarity of Signal. By contrast, YouTube is the most dominant information source in Twitter White Helmets, with more than twice the number of retweets than the second-most shared domain, despite being only the third-most shared domain in Facebook White Helmets. Though many domains are highly shared on both platforms, it is striking how many domains are highly shared on one platform and not the other. For example, conspiracy website Global Research was the 11th most-shared domain in our Twitter dataset, but only the 36th most-shared in the Facebook dataset, albeit with some noise in measurement. Similarly, while conspiracy website The Free Thought Project was the second most-shared domain in our Facebook dataset, it was the 48th most-retweeted link in our Twitter dataset. Twitter had several domains authored by the White Helmets themselves (e.g., whitehelmets.org), but these are entirely absent from Facebook’s dataset. A notable omission from the Facebook dataset is the presence of Facebook itself as a shareable domain, when it is the 10th most-retweeted link on Twitter. This suggests that our data cannot characterize Facebook-native White Helmets content on Facebook relative to external links.

Though there are clear differences in the hierarchy of certain web domains, we conclude this subsection by noting that the predominance of the alternative media ecosystem is clear in both. As previously stated, alternative media ecosystem domains outperformed mainstream media ecosystem domains on Twitter by more than a factor of three (53K vs 171K shares). While we cannot compute a similar ratio in the Facebook data due to the presence of negative values generated by differential privacy noise, we note that the mainstream media ecosystem is similarly underrepresented on Facebook (16K–24K vs 42K–64K estimated shares, 95% CI). On both platforms, we are likely undercounting the relative spread of anti-White Helmets content, as YouTube, one of the most-shared links on both platforms, has been shown in previous scholarly research on this case to be mostly composed of anti-White Helmets content (Wilson and Starbird 2021).
### 4.3 Demographic Analysis of Facebook SS1 URLs Data

#### 4.3.1 Trends Consistent Across All US-Based Facebook URLs, 2017–2018

Having established that the FB White Helmets domain dataset is similar to the better-characterized Twitter White Helmets dataset, we use Facebook’s demographic information to understand the demographics of the White Helmets discourse on Facebook. We begin by describing demographic trends common across all URLs shared primarily by US audiences, to set a baseline against which the White Helmets conversation can be compared (Figures 3, 4). Across all datasets, views are concentrated in the middle age brackets (24–55). The platform’s youngest age category (18–24) is particularly underrepresented, and has consistently fewer views and all forms of engagements than other age brackets. While URL views are concentrated in the younger age brackets, the older age brackets (55–64, 65+) are more likely to click and share URLs than other age brackets. For example, these older age groups are responsible for 24% of URL views in FB Random, but 42% of all shares, and similar patterns hold or intensify across all subsequent datasets. These older users similarly generate an even more disproportionate amount of comments (44%) and the “angry” emoji (53%). A small portion of users did not provide an age and thus have no age bracket, but they never amounted to more than 3% of any engagement category.

Users classified as women tend to use the sorry, anger, love, and wow emojis more than men, but few other gender classification differences are consistent or detectable across all comparison datasets. While all metrics are biased female in FB Random, comparison datasets could lean male on many metrics, indicating that gender distribution is sensitive to media ecosystem and URL topic. Older women (55+) view URLs more than older men, and consequently engagement in the 55+ category is skewed female. The “other” gender category was marginal and in many cases difficult to quantify above added differential privacy noise, but it was consistently more left-leaning than other genders in FB Random across all engagements.

In general, views, clicks, and shares between right-leaning and left-leaning users were approximately even, leaning slightly left. Left-leaning women viewed URLs about twice as often as right-leaning women, while right-leaning and left-leaning men viewed in
Figure 3: Bar charts depicting the relative percentages of URL views and engagement across Facebook’s age brackets, gender classifications, and political page scores. The top graph is sorted from least to oldest user (65+) engagement, the middle graph from most to least female engagement, and the bottom graph from most to least engagement from users with no political page score. Confidence intervals for differential privacy noise are depicted, but are in this case so small as to be barely visible.

relatively equal proportions. Younger left-leaning users viewed URLs more than younger right-leaning users, but right-leaning older users viewed more than left-leaning older users. However, while these subgroups may view content more than each other, they are not consistently more likely to engage in content via clicks, shares, and emojis. This suggests that downstream differences in engagement between left-leaning and right-leaning users in FB Random can mostly be attributed to the proportion of younger/older and female/male users viewing the original content. We note that this dataset cannot distinguish between a certain group viewing more content simply because there are more of those users on Facebook, or if those users are disproportionately shown URL content by Facebook.

Younger users without known political page scores are more likely to engage with URLs than older users without known political page scores, but there are no clear gender differences among users without page scores. Users who have no political page score in general display unique behavior. They constitute by far the largest group of users to whom content is shown, and they click on URLs at a similar rate to other score groups. However, they are much less likely to perform all other forms of engagement, meaning that URL shares, emoji reactions, and comments are all disproportionately composed of users who have page scores. Users who have no page scores are particularly and uniquely less likely to use the “angry” emoji. These trends may be an artifact of how the political page score is calculated, as users who engage with Facebook by, e.g., liking pages are more likely to have a political page score. It stands to reason that users who do not engage in page-liking behavior may also not engage in other Facebook features, such as sharing content or using emoji reactions.
Figure 4: Facebook URL clicks broken down across pairs of demographic identifiers: (1) age bracket vs. gender, (2) age bracket vs. political page score, and (3) gender vs. political page score. Confidence intervals for differential privacy noise are depicted, but are in this case so small as to be barely visible.

4.3.2 Demographic Trends Specific To Mainstream and Alternative Ecosystems, 2017–2018

Having characterized baseline Facebook demographics behavior, we next investigate demographic trends specific to two comparison datasets cultivated around media ecosystems, FB Mainstream and FB Alternative (see Figure 5). FB Mainstream is similar in age and gender to FB Random, which is to say that it leans more female than male (60% vs. 39% views), leans younger in views, and then has disproportionate sharing from older users. FB Alternative, by contrast, is more male than female (58% vs. 40% URL views), skews relatively older than FB Mainstream in all metrics, and displays the same pattern where older users share more than they view. Overall, there were more URLs found in the mainstream ecosystem (251K vs 108K URLs), and they were viewed more often per URL (59.7B URL views vs. 6.1B URL views).

By political page score, both ecosystem datasets diverge from FB Random, which is mostly balanced between left-leaning and right-leaning users. The mainstream ecosystem is viewed approximately five times as much by left-leaning users as by right, while the alternative ecosystem is viewed five times as much by right-leaning users. URLs in both media ecosystems were less likely to be viewed by users with no political page score compared to FB Random. In both ecosystems, we confirm previous findings that neither left- nor right-leaning users are dramatically more likely to click or share URLs once they are viewed (Bailey, Gregersen, and Roesner 2021). Partisan differentials in views between ecosystems propagate across emoji engagements and comments, but some emoji engagements were disproportionately used by right- and left-leaning users. Specifically, the “angry” emoji was used relatively more often by left-leaning users in the mainstream ecosystem (115.4M left vs. 10.5M right), while the “angry” and “haha” emojis were used relatively more by right-leaning users in the alternative media ecosystem (3.6M left vs. 22.5M right “angry” emoji, 1.4M left vs. 15.3M right “haha” emoji).
Figure 5: Facebook URL views, clicks, and shares broken down by Facebook’s age brackets, gender classifications, and political page scores, and then further broken down by URLs from the mainstream and alternative media ecosystems. Confidence intervals for differential privacy noise are depicted, but are in this case so small as to be barely visible.
4.3.3 Demographic Trends around URLs Related to the Syrian War, 2017–2018

We next analyze the demographics of US-based users interacting with Syria (see Figure 6). However, given that both the mainstream and alternative media ecosystems have shown to be very different demographically across all measures, we analyze them separately in the FB Syria dataset. Specifically, we split the FB Syria dataset into mainstream (2,984 URLs), alternative (5,398 URLs), and unclassified (27,905 URLs) components, and analyze their behavior with respect to their top-agnostic counterparts in FB Mainstream and FB Alternative. While there are more URLs in the alternative Syria cluster, there are far more URL views in the mainstream cluster (460.7M views of mainstream Syria URLs, 99.5M of alternative Syria URLs).

We find some broad patterns with respect to gender and age in FB Syria. Across all media ecosystems and the unclassified URLs, views in FB Syria lean relatively more male. URLs in the unclassified group lean older in views, clicks, and shares, but these same patterns are not found in the alternative and mainstream Syria clusters. All URLs are viewed relatively less by users with no political page score, likely due to Syria’s highly politicized nature in US media. The unclassified cluster leans slightly right across views and other engagements compared to FB Random.

Figure 6: Bar charts comparing the mainstream and alternative ecosystems broadly to those ecosystems in the context of Syria across URL views and shares. Confidence intervals for differential privacy noise are depicted, but are in some cases so small as to be barely visible.

Political page score trends in the mainstream and alternative Syria media ecosystems are similar to trends in those ecosystems in general, with one significant exception. Whereas the alternative media ecosystem’s user engagement leans strongly right across all topics, its left-leaning views are relatively much higher in the context of Syria, as are
its URL shares (left-leaning: 337–409K shares, right-leaning: 443–515K shares, 95% CI). A similar relationship is not found in the mainstream media ecosystem, where users’ views, likes, and shares all lean strongly left both generally and when discussing Syria (left-leaning: 1.39M–1.44M shares, right-leaning: 0.26–0.31M shares, 95% CI).

We contextualize this finding that the alternative FB Syria media ecosystem is more ideologically balanced in the context of Syria. As we observed in previous work, websites participating in disinformation campaigns around the White Helmets often take advantage of anti-imperialist narratives that traditionally appeal to left-wing audiences. By looking at the links disproportionately shared by left-leaning users in the alternative FB Syria media ecosystem, we can see this process in action. For example, a URL from MintPress News shared relatively more by left-leaning users reads “Polls: US Is ’The Greatest Threat To Peace In The World Today,’” with the blurb “Perhaps people around the world are noticing that, at least since 2001, the US is wrecking one country after another: Iraq, Afghanistan, Libya, Syria, and Ukraine. Which is next? Maybe Iran? Maybe Russia? Maybe Venezuela? Who knows?” Another article shared by left-leaning users from The Anti-Media reads “There’s a Good Chance We’re Being Lied to About the Chemical Attack in Syria,” with the blurb “A large new war could be once again started over lies.” This is a clear allusion to the US invasion of Iraq, which was initiated under false claims around weapons of mass destruction and retrospectively opposed by much of the US left (Heimlich 2011). ZeroHedge shares a URL shared by more left-leaning users that reads “1983 CIA Document Reveals Plan To Destroy Syria, Foreshadows Current Crisis,” alluding to previous secret military interventions in foreign countries by the US government.

The relative strength of anti-imperialist narratives in the Syria context can affect the partisan distribution of the Syria alternative ecosystem in three ways. The first is that domains typically shared by left-leaning users across all topics are shared relatively more in the context of Syria. This occurs with MintPress News, GlobalResearch, and The Anti-Media, all of which were shared more by left-leaning users throughout the time period of this study. The second is that some domains generally shared by right-leaning users correspondingly become less shared; this occurs with the highly popular right-leaning websites Breitbart, and InfoWars. The third is that domains that ordinarily lean right in users are relatively more left-leaning when discussing Syria. This occurs for ZeroHedge and YourNewsWire, and to a lesser extent for RT.

4.3.4 Demographic Trends in the White Helmets Mainstream / Alternative Media Ecosystems

We conclude this analysis by once again narrowing down our dataset, this time to URLs that specifically reference the White Helmets (see Figure 7). Given previous discrepancies across the mainstream and alternative ecosystems, we also divide FB White Helmets into mainstream (31 URLs), alternative (187 URLs), and unclassified (87 URLs) components. Unlike in the broader Syria context, alternative URLs are collectively viewed more than mainstream URLs (7.1M alternative URL views, 2.4M mainstream URL views).

With respect to gender, FB White Helmets inherits qualities seen in FB Mainstream, FB Alternative, and FB Syria, in that the alternative ecosystem is more male than the mainstream ecosystem, but both are more male than non-Syria datasets. Similarly, URL views are concentrated in the <55 age brackets, but the older age brackets appear to share more, although this relationship is not detectable in the alternative ecosystem. The mainstream FB White Helmets ecosystem leans left in users’ views, clicks, and shares, and right-leaning engagement is almost entirely suppressed by
Figure 7: Bar charts comparing URLs relating to the White Helmets (WH) in the mainstream and alternative ecosystems to URLs relating to Syria more generally across views and shares. Confidence intervals for differential privacy noise are depicted.
noise (left-leaning: 12–17K shares, right-leaning: 1–6K shares, 95% CI). In the alternative FB White Helmets ecosystem, right- and left-leaning views and engagements are approximately equal, or rather it is not statistically significant to distinguish them (left-leaning: 11–24K shares, right-leaning: 12–24K shares, 95% CI).

URLs that are highly shared on the left in the White Helmets conversation appear similar to left-shared URLs in the Syria conversation. For example, a left-leaning URLs from The Free Thought Project, which generally leans right, quotes anti-war singer Roger Waters: “What we should do is go and persuade our governments not to go and drop bombs on people.” This URL primarily focuses on false claims that chemical weapons attacks perpetrated by the Syrian government were staged, but also highlights Waters’s views that the White Helmets are “fake.”

5 Discussion

In this paper, we combine an analysis of two datasets from two large social media platforms to gain insight into who in the US sees Facebook content about the White Helmets, a humanitarian response group giving aid in the Syrian Civil War. The first dataset, from Twitter, contains user-level information that allows us to describe English-language “media ecosystems” of web domains that tend to be shared together by users posting about the White Helmets. The second dataset, from Facebook, contains anonymized demographic tallies of users who engage with White Helmets content on Facebook. By combining the descriptive insights of the first dataset with the demographic insights of the second, we begin to characterize what kinds of Facebook users—classified across age, gender, and political alignment—engage with the anti-White Helmets alternative media ecosystem, which has been implicated in a wider Russian-backed influence operation targeting users across the globe and particularly across the US ideological spectrum. We also contribute several secondary insights about URLs related to Syria, the alternative media ecosystem more broadly, and Facebook user demographics in general.

Our analysis of the Twitter dataset confirms previous research that, for the White Helmets, an “alternative” media ecosystem is shared and engaged with on Twitter far more than the traditional “mainstream” ecosystem of long-standing media outlets and organizations involved in humanitarian aid. This alternative ecosystem is opposed to the White Helmets, tends to represent views that support the geopolitical interests of Russia and their allies (e.g., the Assad regime in Syria), has been implicated in influence operations and disinformation campaigns, and otherwise shares conspiracy content on non-Syria related topics (Starbird et al. 2018). We show that the media ecosystems in the White Helmets conversation on Facebook are very similar—in terms of the presence and relative frequency of shared domains—to those found on Twitter. We also find that, as we see with Twitter in conversations about the White Helmets, domains within the Facebook anti-White Helmets alternative media ecosystem are shared much more than the mainstream ecosystem. This is true despite the fact that the alternative media ecosystem is shared far less often in other topics.

The hierarchy of these ecosystems is not precisely similar from Twitter to Facebook, with certain domains in both the mainstream and alternative media ecosystems being more or less prevalent on Facebook than they are on Twitter. Particularly, the pro-Russia news outlet RT and the conspiracy website The Free Thought Project appear to be shared much more frequently on Facebook than on Twitter, while organizational websites for the White Helmets themselves are not present at all in the Facebook dataset. This finding may have implications for content moderation, for which researchers are
increasingly recommending a cross-platform approach (Wilson and Starbird 2021). Malicious web domains that may appear relatively marginal on one platform could be relatively dominant on another. Conversely, relatively trusted web domains can spread far on one platform and not another.

Having established the predominance of these media ecosystems across two of the largest US social media platforms, we use Facebook’s demographic data to understand who interacts with White Helmets content across these ecosystems. To ground our analysis of White Helmets content, we first describe baseline demographic behavior with respect to US engagement with all Facebook URLs. We find that middle-aged users view more, but older users share (relatively) more, confirming previous findings on this dataset (Bailey, Gregersen, and Roesner 2021; Guess et al. 2021) and separate survey data (Guess, Nagler, and Tucker 2019). Users classified as male and female view and share content relatively equally, but women use the full range of emoji reactions more often. Older women perform all engagements more than older men. Users whose political stance Facebook cannot detect are responsible for most of the views and clicks on Facebook, but they perform shares, emojis, and comments far less often. These tendencies may reflect different amounts of users on Facebook, or different content-targeting strategies used by Facebook on certain groups.

Using insights from our Twitter data, we then characterize the demographics of the mainstream and alternative Facebook media ecosystems generally, and find that they are mirror opposites. The mainstream ecosystem leans younger, more female, and left-wing. Correspondingly, the alternative ecosystem leans older, more male, and right-wing. Political divisions in these ecosystems deepen for certain engagements, with URL shares being more partisan than views and clicks, and use of the “angry” emoji being even more partisan than shares. This latter finding is particularly relevant given reports that Facebook prioritizes showing users URLs with “angry” emojis (Merrill and Oremus 2021). Given that partisan users generate more angry emojis, they are likely also driving URL visibility for other users more broadly when that feature is active.

We conclude by characterizing the demographics of the alternative and mainstream ecosystems in the context of Syria, and then specifically the White Helmets. In general and across both ecosystems, the Syria and White Helmets conversations are viewed and engaged with relatively more by men than women, but few other differences are consistent. The demographics of the mainstream ecosystem discussing Syria and the White Helmets are otherwise similar to mainstream demographics generally, with left-leaning users dominating views and engagement. By contrast, the alternative media ecosystem displays unusual behavior when discussing Syria and the White Helmets, with views and sharing relatively more balanced between left- and right-leaning users, if still leaning slightly right in the case of Syria. We caution that due to differential privacy noise, we cannot draw conclusions about whether the White Helmets alternative ecosystem leans slightly right or left. We attribute this uncharacteristic decrease in right-leaning partisanship to three factors: (1) the lesser influence of right-leaning websites like Breitbart, (2) the greater influence of left-leaning websites like MintPress News, and (3) changes in the effective political alignment of ordinarily right-leaning websites like ZeroHedge.

The finding that the alternative media ecosystem is unusually more left-wing in the context of Syria than in the context of other topics supports previous research describing how anti-White Helmets sources—and Russian propaganda more broadly—often use anti-imperialist arguments associated with the US left. This argument reflects a long history of foreign influence operations that exploit genuine conspiracies by the US government to suggest further, false conspiracies by the US government or its allies (Bittman 1985; Rid 2020). To wit, the US’s recent history of secretly funding foreign
combatants for geopolitical advantage (Adam Augustyn et al. 2022; Zeidan 2021; “The CIA’s first Latin American coup” 2019) and justifying foreign invasions based on false claims (Schwarz 2018; Shane 2005), and mainstream US media credulously repeating those false claims (Gordon and Miller 2002) have created a vulnerability that dishonest actors can exploit. False claims that the White Helmets are a covert military operation, and that war crimes in Syria are an invented pretext for US invasion, are framed and surely interpreted in light of these past events. We can understand this campaign in the greater context of contemporary foreign influence operations exploiting US government misdeeds to target left-leaning Americans, such as Russian-backed information operations targeting Black Americans via true narratives of racist behavior by the US government (Freelon and Lokot 2020). We can also understand this campaign in the context of other contemporary left-targeted influence operations containing many similar social media influencers and web domains, including those supporting the Russian invasion of Ukraine (Gilbert 2022) and masking the Uyghur genocide in China (Ross and Dobson 2022). Whereas previously it was difficult to discern whether these influence operations actually succeeded in reaching the left-wing audiences they appeared to target, we provide some evidence of their success via the unusual left-wing tilt of the alternative media ecosystem on the topic of Syria.

The existence of influence operations targeting social movements that have historic reasons to distrust government information provides a challenge for these movements, as governments typically have a significant informational advantage over their citizens, particularly in the realm of international conflict (Baum and Potter 2008). The informational void created by distrust in government information requires that social movements build alternative media that is resilient to disingenuous influence operations launched by foreign governments with conveniently aligned interests. Social movements themselves have historically represented groups otherwise ignored or undervalued by the formal representational institutions of US government (Weldon 2011), and thus their targeting by foreign influence operations constitutes a critical risk to the basic functioning of US democracy. We recommend that researchers continue to analyze the alternative media infrastructure of online social movements and to what extent they are, or are not, resilient to influence operations from foreign governments who have no stake in those movements’ goals or successes.

5.1 Limitations

We faced some challenges working with a dataset that is historically large—244,314 tallies of demographic data related to user engagement with a political topic on Facebook—and yet has become small in the face of necessary user privacy protections. We have attempted very little detailed statistical analyses of these datasets besides counts and ratios, which are themselves biased due to differential privacy noise (Evans and King 2021). This is because though differential privacy is conceptually simple, adding a known noise distribution to numeric data, it in practice requires the development of an entirely new suite of academic tools for performing reliable, validated statistical analyses. Few existing tools are calibrated for, e.g., count data with negative values, or more generally any data with a precisely known measurement error. While progress has been made on this front in both nonparametric significance testing (Couch et al. 2019) and linear regression (Evans and King 2021), these academic insights have yet to be translated into trusted, reliable, and open-source tools. This lack has limited our ability to make strong statistical claims about the White Helmets incident, and by implication limits researchers’ abilities to make strong claims about any similarly sized events or contexts using this dataset.

Our interpretations are also limited by Facebook’s political page score being limited
to “right” and “left” when there is evidence that online political communities in the US are more diverse with less coherent ideologies than these labels might suggest. Indeed, some of the flexibility in apparently right-wing media, and the flexibility in apparently left-wing users on Facebook, may instead represent that we are documenting engagement from a third political community that has behaviors unique from the traditional US right or left. For example, research on US socialist communities on Twitter shows that they are a distinct community from the US left, and selectively make connections between communities on the mainstream left and right (Beers et al. 2023). Some of the influential users in these pro-socialist communities are the same users who make false claims about the White Helmets in URLs described in this paper. Interpreting US media engagement through the lens of a right-left metric, rather than through the true variety of political communities active in the US, thus risks misunderstanding the nature of political communication and mobilization in online platforms.

5.2 Ethical Considerations

We conclude our paper by reflecting on two classes of ethical implications for this project. The first class concerns the implications for individual users’ privacy. The application of differential privacy to this URLs dataset has ensured that individual users cannot be uniquely identified from aggregate tallies. While this is a relevant concern for some users, previous research finds that users’ privacy requirements for research on social media are highly contextual and extend past merely the possibility of being identified (Fiesler and Proferes 2018). And while Facebook users sign agreements that authorize their data for use in research, prior research shows that few users understand the meaning of these agreements, or indeed read them at all (Fiesler, Lampe, and Bruckman 2016; Obar and Oeldorf-Hirsch 2018). Thus, the existence of differential privacy alone does not ameliorate all privacy concerns for users, and indeed may facilitate the violation of users’ privacy, as some of this dataset’s organizers describe in Kifer et al. (2020).

Additionally, this dataset does not protect against violations of group privacy, i.e., the right of groups to not be surveilled against their collective interests, and yet it also excludes some groups from the potential benefits of surveillance due their small sizes in the face of added noise (Milan and Treré 2020; Taylor, Floridi, and Van der Sloot 2016). We see these concepts represented in the relatively small “other” gender category in this dataset, which as “small data” (Welles 2014; Gieseking 2018) mostly cannot be analyzed in our case study due to added noise. This inability to be analyzed can sometimes be preferable, given the increased privacy risk that trans and gender-nonconforming people face from a growing transnational anti-transgender movement (Burns 2019), the associated mobilization of academic research in service of that movements’ goals (Sun 2019), and the inherent risks regardless of the academic/industrial application of methods based on gendered data (Bivens and Haimson 2016; Scheuerman, Paul, and Brubaker 2019). Yet, the very inclusion of “other” and other gender categories is the result of persistent work by activists to acknowledge the reality of these categories (Mendoza 2014), and consequently be able to productively use such data to research their communities (Harrison-Quintana, Grant, and Rivera 2015). The addition of differential privacy to this dataset thus does not completely address Facebook users’ privacy, and indeed also creates new difficulties for performing equitable research.

The second class of ethical considerations revolves around risks associated with performing research with data provided from private industry sources whose provenance, preparation, and provision cannot be externally verified due to differential privacy.
These risks manifested quite dramatically with the discovery that organizers had accidently omitted nearly half of all US engagement data due to excluding the “No Score” political page category for over a year (Timberg 2021a). This error could and did affect our analysis, as users with no political page score showed persistently different patterns of engagement across age brackets, URL topic, and engagement type. (We were able to re-run the analyses with the corrected dataset before publication). Our concern is not that a data processing error occurred, which is inevitable in any suitably complex data infrastructure, but that academic researchers working with this data had relatively little ability to detect these errors. This is partly due to the restrictions put in place to maintain privacy: by having no access to the processes that generated this data and limited access to the derived dataset itself, we had no way to detect errors with the processing of the political page score.

However, it is also due to a lack of documentation about the political page algorithms’ calculation. It was not clear from initial documentation that users could have no score, and thus the error became even harder to detect. This second problem illustrates the risk of researchers relying on industry platforms to curate datasets without enforceable regulations on process transparency. While this missing data problem was clearly unintentional, it remains true that academic researchers sacrifice some of their commitments to transparency and reproducibility in order to work with data prepared by private industries who are not required to guarantee those qualities. As text Lazer et al. 2021 said on the challenge of answering social science questions using industry data:

“A duty of scholarship in these spaces is to inform public discourse on these important questions. A corollary to the question of what can be measured must be: is it possible to speak truth to power if the power in question controls access to the data used to construct that “truth”? And, if not, is it (ever) possible to trust any measures that are allowed to be extracted from a given system?”

We urge deliberation when interacting with datasets provided by private industry in the future.
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Appendices

Appendix A consists of domains considered from our Twitter dataset, with number of retweets and applied clustering labels attached in the second and third columns. Appendix B consists of domains from our Facebook White Helmets dataset, with summed number of shares, a +/- 95% confidence interval on those share totals, and applied clusters derived from the Twitter analysis. Both can be separately downloaded in CSV format.